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Details of Visit:

Author: ArnoldSlad
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 4 May 2018
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 210
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07490032181

The Premises:

Top floor flat in middling area of Carlisle. Fairly near the centre (15 mins walk from Station) Park in
the Farmfoods carpark. Average looking 1 bedroom flat well looked after and clean with decent
facilities. This is her home as well and not a work only flat. There is a small dog which may put
some people off but it is totally harmless 

The Lady:

Girrrl next door (aka Emma) has no face pic on her AW profile, but you should not be disappointing.
I went to her purely on her self description and interview, which seemed to be very honest and
open. In truth I was looking for someone I could become a regular client of, and build a relationship
with after my previous regular had retired from the profession.

Emma is quite short, definitely not skinny at size 12 but the piece de resistance .... the most
beautiful boobs I have ever encountered. She has shortish black hair and is attractive enough if not
stunning. Just really your typical girl next door!

Emma is about 35 I would say, and only sees older clients.

The Story:

I have actually seem Emma 3 times now increasing from 1 hr then 1.5 then 2. the first time
communication was slow, but eventually we managed to meet up after text exchanges. The next
attempt she didn't reply which annoyed me a bit but she later apologised and comms has been
quite easy ever since. First off she asked If I wanted 30 mins and I said no a hour and she said if
you bring a bottle! So off I went equipped with a bottle of Pinot Grigio. We seemed to click
immediately, she admitted to being nervous before meeting new clients, and she normally only did
30 mins for a first visit, however we both quickly relaxed and soon got on with some very nice
foreplay.

What was particularly pleasing was that Emma gave a very nice GFE and was also a very
accomplished performer, who seemed to really enjoy the experience herself. She gave a great blow
job, no CIM on first visit though, which didn't bother me too much. When I really like someone I tend
to keep going for ages anyway. CIM was allowed on the second visit and she administered some
nice prostrate treatment! We had sex in a variety of positions slipping from one to the next easily.
Emma also told me exactly the way she likes to be stimulated and licked, and encouraged me to do
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the same. On the third visit she warned me that she might squirt, she just got a little moist though,
which I love and hope she will squirt next time.

Emma has a very high sex drive and gives a really good time, but there is more to her than that, she
is intelligent and thoughtful and gives good conversation, and also likes decent rock music - it
doesn't really get any better

Have to say I have found a real gem in Emma and would not go back to my previous regular if she
did come back on line.
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